Valid for the following product/s as delivered by Henkel: LOCTITE DRI 516 known as LOCTITE 516

Referenced Document/s in terms of enquiry/ies, specs, standard/s or substance list/s:


Confirmation:
We herewith confirm, that the above mentioned product does not contain any of the restricted substances as listed in the above referenced documents in concentrations above the limits as specified therein.

Disclaimer:
Please note that this confirmation is given to the best of our present knowledge and belief. Nothing herein represents and/or may be interpreted as warranty within the meaning of the applicable warranty law.

Date: 02.08.2020

________________________
Senthil Pichandi
Vice President
Global Product Safety & Regulatory Affairs
Henkel Corporation
One Henkel Way
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
USA

________________________
Sandra Wade
Regional Head Product Safety & Regulatory Affairs – Europe
Henkel Ireland Operations and Research Ltd
Tallaght Business park
Whitestown
Tallaght, Dublin 24
Ireland